
920
Unique pet parents were helped through
our Pet Parent Support Network (PPSN)
This program takes a multi-disciplinary
approach to provide  services, support, and
shelter to those in need of assistance to
ensure that no human-animal bond is broken
or fractured un-necessarily.

4,012.38
Pounds of pet foot was distributed
to pet parents in need through our
Pet Food Bank

Public Support Services 
Q1 Impact Report

Beau Learns Leash Skills
Beau* exhibited leash reactivity and a lack of focus
on walks. His pet parent enrolled him in our day
training program to help him learn new skills.
Trainer, Jessica Tartaglia, took a methodical
approach to first teaching Beaupolite leash walking
and engagement skills- then working on recall, and
finally, introducing the practice of those behaviours
in the vicinity of other dogs. 

Once those behaviours were proofed, Beauwas
introduced to off-leash play sessions and learned to
return to the trainer when he was unsure in
situations. Beaucontinues to work with us as he's
improved greatly and now is enrolled with his pet
parent in our Foundations Tier 1 class.

184
Unique Clients

209
Training

Appointments

80
Subsidized

Appointments

Public Training  Impact

A pet parent contacted the Pet Parent Support Network
because she needed a crate for her cat, Fluffy*. They were
staying in a women’s shelter, and Fluffy was confined in a
soft carrier. 

Fluffy needed more space to move around and a litterbox
to use. We had crates available and were able to provide
one along with litter and food! 

Fluffy's pet parent was very grateful and picked up the
items right away. 

Giving Fluffy a Safe Place to Stay

Debbie, a member of Toronto Humane Society, received an
email requesting donations for our food bank. She realized
that the recently purchased trays of cat food in her house
could be used. Her cat's vet had just changed her diet, and
Debbie had 10 trays of her usual food left. 

She happily drove from Aurora to donate the 10 trays of
Friskies to Toronto Humane Society and witnessed first-
hand the relief she was bringing to pet parents.

Friskies Donation Helps Cats

*Names have been changed for confidentiality.


